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ABSTRACT

Advancements in organizational information systems and developments in business environments have brought important changes to the contemporary management practices and business models. Organizations have evolved beyond their specific and general environments towards business ecosystems. This study investigates the evolutions of organizational information systems and business environments in the contexts of business ecosystem. Based on an evolutionary study of organizational information systems and business ecosystem an ontological model is proposed for adoption of new technologies in the real world designs with particular attention to the application of technology. The authors call for further empirical and conceptual research in understanding and exploring the role of business ecosystems in organizational operations and industrial ecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION

Organizational information platforms have advanced significantly during the past few decades. These developments have resulted in significant increase in effectiveness and efficiency of executing organizational business processes. Organizational information platforms are tightly coupled with organizational strategy and management of organizational business processes (Sauer and Willcocks, 2002; Chroneer, 2005; Zhang, Xue, Dhaliwal, 2016). Consequently understanding developments in the patterns of organizational information platforms requires a multifaceted investigation of business processes, strategy and environment. This study explores the development of organizational information systems from an organizational business process perspective in the context of business strategy and business ecosystem. We argue that the development of organizational structures and management of business processes has moved beyond the intra-organizational sphere of organizations and that the contemporary businesses cannot fully define their business model—i.e. customer value proposition and profit formula—within the context of their traditional business environment. The traditional view that separates organizational environment into two spheres of “specific environment” and “general environment” (c.f. Jauch and Osborn, 1981) may be useful for identifying key stakeholders and the relations among them; however for the purpose of profit formulation and strategic planning we argue that organizational environment should be viewed within the context of business ecosystems. After discussing the organizational developments in this domain, the study focuses on the evolution of adequate organizational business information systems which further supports the business ecosystem view of organizational environment.
The Emergence of Organizational Information Ecosystem: Rational, Natural, Open System

An organization can be defined and analyzed from different perspectives. In his seminal work on organizational studies Scott (2003) explains that the early views of the organizations were mostly concerned with the management of internal elements of the organizations and were analyzing organizations as “closed systems”. One example is the early—and widely cited—organizational model proposed by Leavitt (1965). While this model has been widely used in studying the socio-technical aspect of organizations (c.f. Hawryszkiewycz, 2010; Nograsek and Vintar, 2014; Lyttinen and Newman 2014; Spottke, Wulf and Brenner, 2015) it mostly focuses on the “internal elements” of organization (Scott, 2003). The elements of Leavitt’s organizational model are: Social structure, goals, participants and technology (Leavitt 1965, as cited in Scott, 2003).

The intra-organizational level of analysis is evident in the early “rational” and “natural” views of the organizations where emphasize has been respectively on identify the “distinctive features of organization” and “behavioral structure of organization” (Scott, 2003). However in contemporary business environments, organizations are highly inter-connected. They affect their environment and are influenced by changes in their environment. Hence Scott (2003) recommends that an open system view of organizations is more helpful for understanding and analyzing organizations. The open system view does not replace or reject previous views but rather emphasizes that a merely closed system view of the organizations is not capable of explaining the contemporary organizational functions. Table 1 summarizes the three major views of organizations based on the discussions presented in Scott (2003).

Bertalanffy (1968) as one of the seminal scholars in development of the General System Theory (GST) defined open system “as a system in exchange of matter with its environment, presenting import and export, building-up and breaking-down of its material components” (Bertalanffy, 1968, p. 141). It is important to note that this open system definition stems from the GST perspective. In the context of organizational studies in an open system, “environments shape, support, and infiltrate organizations” while inter-organizational connections are more critical to organizational survival than intra-organizational connections (Scott, 2003).

Moore (1993) describes the concept of business ecosystem to illustrate the increasing role of environment in the survival and growth of organizations. Moore’s (1993) study on the changes in the organizational environments that lead to success and failure of organizations can be best explained within the open system perspective. Creation, suitability and adaptability of the business ecosystem are viewed as some of the main contributors to the survival and growth of organizations. The rapid change in the advancements of technology and innovation during the past few decades has attracted increasing attention to the role of business ecosystems in organizational success and failure. Several stakeholders can be influenced by actualization of open system view. Consider some of the key infrastructure projects in the U.S. during the early 2010s. The news 2 started to circle stating that Chinese companies are going the takeover large construction projects including California Bay Bridge—which was initially considered to be funded as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational View</th>
<th>Emphasize</th>
<th>Select Early Pioneers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rational System</td>
<td>• Distinctive features of organization</td>
<td>Barnard (1938); March and Simon (1958); Blau and Scott (1962); Etzioni (1964)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural System</td>
<td>• Behavioral structure(^1) of organization</td>
<td>Gouldner (1959); Bendix (1956); Collins (1975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open System</td>
<td>• Open and dependent to outside</td>
<td>Bertalanffy (1956); Boulding (1956); Scott (2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adopted from the discussions presented in Scott (2003)
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